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Something in the Water by Catherine Steadman
A shocking discovery on a honeymoon in paradise changes the lives of a pictureperfect couple. While scuba diving in Bora Bora, Erin and Mark find a locked, canvas
duffle bag, the contents of which may make them rich or get them killed.

The Darkest Time of Night by Jeremy Finley
A novel by an award-winning Nashville investigative reporter presents the suspenseful tale of a politician's wife whose efforts to protect her family and rescue her missing grandson ensnare her in a conspiracy involving UFO research and her own past.

We are Gathered by Jamie Weisman
An interfaith wedding between a law school graduate from Atlanta's wealthy elite
and her non-Jewish groom is attended by a colorful assembly of guests navigating
the challenges of their pasts, careers and cultures.

Little Big Love by Katy Regan
Ten years after a family's whole world changed in one night, a young boy just may
unite all its members once again. Told through the eyes of Zac, Juliet, and grandfather Mick, Little Big Love is a heartfelt, satisfying story about family, love and secrets.

Number One Chinese Restaurant by Lillian Li
A working family that has built a busy life running a beloved Maryland Chinese restaurant is forced by youthful recklessness and a tragedy to confront interpersonal
conflicts and the limits of what parents are willing to sacrifice for their children.

The Book of M by Rene Shepherd
In a dangerous near-future world, a group of ordinary people are caught in an extraordinary catastrophe and risk everything to save the ones they love. A first novel.

The Book of Essie by Meghan Weir
The 17-year-old daughter of an evangelical preacher, star of the family’s hit reality
show, has a secret pregnancy that threatens to blow their entire world apart. A first
novel.

Tell Me Lies by Carola Lovering
Hoping for a fresh start when college takes her far from the mother she will never
forgive, Lucy is seduced by the devastatingly complicated Stephen and embarks on
a destructively addictive relationship of unimaginable consequences. A first novel.

Small Country by Gael Faye
Already a prize-winning best-seller in France, an evocative coming-of-age story
connects a young boy, a lost childhood full of carefree days and laughter, and a
homeland brutally hit by civil war and genocide.

The Lost Vintage by Ann Mah
A woman who returns to her family’s ancestral vineyard in Burgundy unexpectedly
uncovers a lost diary, an unknown relative and a secret that her family has been
keeping since World War II.

The Dependents by Katharine Dion
Feeling adrift after his wife of nearly 50 years passes away, Gene seeks to repair his
relationship with his daughter and reflects on the loyalties, betrayals and secrets
that shaped the family's ties to another couple. A first novel.

